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NEW YORK — The Krause Gallery presents “No Pun Intended”; Angelo Volpe and Notre 
Chauvets' twisted neo-pop play on celebrities, consumerism, brand awareness and the 
world. In “No Pun Intended” no one is safe.

Both Volpe and Chauvets' work  seeks to challenge the “norms” and values of Western culture 
corporations and their icons. Both artists hand painted canvas' test the boundries from advertising, 
entertainment, and politics into startling juxtapositions that are often confrontational and controversial. 
Volpe resides in Italy, while Chauvet lives and works in Australia; they both and exhibit locally and 
internationally.
____________________________________________________________

Angelo Volpe was born in 1976 in Pozzuoli (Naples). He got the Diploma in Graphic Design at 
Umberto Boccioni Art Institute of Naples, and then got the Univeristy Degree in Painting at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Naples. After his studies he worked as an assistant with famous international 
artists such as: Sol LeWitt, David Tremlett and Thomas Hirschhorn. In 2011 he participated in the 54th 
International Exhibition of the Venice Biennale. A flaming and bright chromatism reveals Angelo 
Volpe's universe, it’s paintings -strictly oil on canvas- lead to a fantasy world, a disguised fake 
romanticism, where the western society dilemmas are revealed. Anthropomorphic figures lead his 
paintings as main character, as metaphors of lost innocence and a vulnerability that mirrors the flurry 
of anxiety, chaos and violence which contemporary man is subject to. The result of this works is a 
unique, prestigious and sensitive style. In the canvas texture, the colors weaves everyday life, in which 
we do not find neither condemns nor salvation, but only unsolved questions that establish a 
democratic dialogue with the viewer, inviting him/her to reflect upon the various aspects of the 
globalized society.

Notre Chauvets' art is the continuation of a movement that kicked off over 40,000 years ago in the 
caves known as the CHAUVET, in the South of France. Importantly, there was not one individual but a 
body of contributors. Likewise, there was not one cave but many. Together the marks on the walls of 
all the caves over time made for what we now recognize as a record first and second, an incidental 
commentary of the times. This collection of marks is known to us now, as Art.
Today, as then, whoever is in the NOTRE CHAUVET or ‘cave’, can participate and contribute. The 
only prerequisite today is the submission be ‘intellectual’, meaning it carries a comment that has 
meaning outside the brain cavity of the ‘contributor’. This is in keeping with the original mandate of 
NOTRE CHAUVET where time pondering abstractions was viewed as a waste in terms of survival-
mindless pandering that fed no one but invited the BIG END. The NOTRE CHAUVET philosophy on all 
to do with anything creative is based on the same principle of utility-life is to be used productively.
NOTRE CHAUVET art is best seen as a movement of intelligible marks by people with something to 
say and share. Its works may be individual or collaborative. Creations will simply bear the signature 
‘N-C”–meaning it is from one or a number of creators in ‘Our Cave’.
Because NOTRE CHAUVET has no fixed numbers it has immense power, depth and spread. Its 
power is in its collective skills, imagination, experiences, visions, education, observations, dedication 
and joint time. The output is as eclectic as the backgrounds, visions and insights of its member’s. 
NOTRE CHAUVET art can and will surface wherever there is reason, opportunity and need. Our 
‘walls’ are canvas stretchers, wood panels, metal sheets, fabric, paper and other substrate that can 
hold a mark. Our creations may be a composite render or by a single media like oil paint. NOTRE 
CHAUVET artists will exploit the material and media technology available.



 
Minds Behind Notre Chauvet
Born from the creative hands of internationally exhibited brothers Jo & Graeme , Notre Chauvet 
breathes new life into the modern art space as the movement audaciously injects conventional training 
into contemporary pop art influenced pieces.
Sown from the seeds of their internationally accredited master impressionist father; brothers Jo & 
Graeme were trained from a very early age.The more traditional pieces for which the  brothers have 
become known for have been exhibited in countless well regarded galleries across the USA and 
Australia including galleries in Aspen, Beaver Creek, Denver, Dallas, Jackson Hole and right accross 
the mid west.
Under the pseudonym, Notre Chauvet, the  brothers showcase a sharp departure from their more 
conservative pieces through which they have become established. Traditional training steps outside 
the borders of impressionist art and dances with more intellectually daring musings and experimental, 
pop art influenced statements that lead the imagination astray.
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